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Abstract: 

The Moriyas are one among the oldest communities who have been living in the Brahmaputra 

valley. The Moriyas have been associated with the traditional brass metal industry for their 

livelihood and they have their unique socio-cultural identity. They came as Turbak's soldiers 

to fight against the Ahom king and had to stay here as war prisoners. They got married to 

local girls and in due course of time became an integral part of the larger Assamese society. 

By virtue of being inheritors of a mixed culture they are quite distinct from the other Muslims 

of Assam. The customs and rituals followed by the people of this community bear the 

distinctive cultural identity of these people. Most of their customs and rituals are derived 

from their contact with the local cultures. The cultural influence of Assamese Hindus on their 

culture is more prominent in case of language also. They have accepted the standard 

Assamese language as their mother tongue. The language in which the people of this 

community interact can be considered as the social dialect of that community. Apart from the 

language which is used in their daily transaction the Moriyasalso have secret language which 

is still very active among them. In this research paper an attempt has been made to analyse 

the social dialect of the Moriyas. 
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Introduction: 

The Moriyas are a distinguishedcommunity who have been living in the eastern state of India, 

a meeting ground of diverse communities; Assam, since ancient times. Primarily an Islamic 

community, the Moriyas are an important section of the indigenous Assamese Muslim 

population. They are primarily associated with the brass and bell-metal industry of Assam. 
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Making brass utensils is their traditional business. (Ali, Irshad Page no: 96) Keeping in view 

the social status of these people the Moriyas are given More Other Backward Classes 

(MOBC) status by the Government of Assam in 1975. 

The Moriyasare the most ancient Muslim inhabitants of eastern Assam. The Moriyas 

are the descendants of those war prisoners who invaded this land as soldiers of the Muslim 

king Turbak during the reign of the Ahom king Suhungmung or Dihingiya Raja (1497-1539). 

After their release from the Ahom King's imprisonment, instead of returning to their native 

lands these soldiers stayed back in Assam permanently. They started to earn their livelihood 

by making brass and bell-metal utensils. In due course of time, these people came to be 

known as Moriyas. It can be said that they are keeping the cottage industry of making brass 

and bell-metal utensils in Assam alive. 

Presently, the Moriyas are a prominent andnoteworthy Islamic community of Assam. 

Socially, culturally and linguistically the Moriyas have their unique identity. Althoughdrawn 

from a mixed cultural past, with the passage of time, they got integrated in the fabric of the 

Assamese society and culture. Currently the Moriyas reside in 66 villages of 11 districts of 

Assam. Approximately they are a population of more than two lakhs. The districts they reside 

in are - Tinsukia, Dibrugarh, Sivasagar, Jorhat, Golaghat, Nagaon, Kamrup, Darrang, 

Sonitpur, Lakhimpur and Dhemaji. 

Methodology: 

Descriptive and analytical methods are used in this research paper. The primary data for this 

study are collected from field study and various books,journals, articles etc. are used as the 

secondary source of data.  

Discussion of the topic: 

The people of the Moriya community which populates eleven districts of Assam 

speak mainly in Assamese language. The original language of the Moriyas, who 

accompaniedTurbak as soldiers to fight against the Ahom king, is not known. Francis 

Hamilton (1940: 56) has observed that the Moriyasused to speak Bengaliin the beginning. 

Since the Moriyas came from the erstwhile Goura kingdomit is natural that they spoke 

Bengali.Keeping in view the origin of the Moriyas, Hamilton's observation can be believed to 

have some authenticity. But later on when they established matrimonial relationships with the 
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lower caste Hindus, along with accepting other cultural essentials they had also accepted 

Assamese as their mother tongue. 

The speech of the Moriya has a typical accent.Generally while speaking they elongate 

the first letter of a word. The form in which the spoken Assamese language of the Moriyas 

exists in present times may be termed as a social dialect specific to that community.The first 

reason for this is the lexical and phonetic distinctiveness of this dialect from other dialects of 

Assam. Secondly, there exists uniformity in the use of this dialect although the speakers of 

this dialect are spread across different linguistic groups. However, it is worth mentioning that 

this dialect of the Moriyas follow the standard form of the Assamese language. The Moriyas 

had migrated from the Koliabor area to different parts of Assam at various historical 

moments. Although they are distributed across different parts of Assam, they still use the 

rustic dialect of Koliabor in their day to day transactions. The characteristics of the Moriya 

dialect are as follows - 

Phonological Characteristics: - 

Instead of the eight vowel sounds of the standard Assamese language the Moriya 

dialect has six vowel sounds. Mostly, the /o/and / ɔ / sounds of the standard Assamese 

language are absent in this dialect. These sounds are pronounced as /u / and /ɒ / 

consecutively. Incase of the consonant sounds also the Moriya dialect has nineteen consonant 

soundsin place of the twenty one consonant sounds of the standard Assamese language. The 

/kh/ and /ng/ sounds are absent in this dialect. Instead, /x /and /n/ are used in Moriya 

dialect. 

As for example: 

Standard Assamese                                        Moriya dialect 

/Kh/ > /x/ as in /Khao /     /xau /  

  /Lakh/      / Lax /     

    

/ng/ > /n/ as in / Dangɒr/               / Danɒr / 
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It is noticeable that instead of the unaspirated sounds aspirated sounds of standard Assamese 

language are used in the Moriya dialect. 

As for example: 

Standard Assamese                                         Moriya dialect 

/t/ > /th/ as in / xita /       / xitha / 

/k/ > /kh/ as in / xukan /     / xukhan / 

  /bhok/      / bhokh/ 

Mutual change of place of phonemes is another phonetic characteristic of the Moriya dialect. 

As for example:  

Standard Assamese                                         Moriya dialect 

/iman/                                                                                      /inam/ 

/luksan/                                                                                   /luskan/ 

It is noticeable that instead of aspirated sounds unaspirated sounds of standard Assamese 

language are used in the Moriya dialect,  

As for example:  

Standard Assamese                                         Moriya dialect 

/bh/>/b/ as in /zibha /                                                               /ziba/    

/dh/>/d/ as in /budhbar/                                                            /budbar/ 

Morphological Characteristics: 

Even though the standard Assamese language morphologically differs from its various 

dialects, thereexist structural similarities among them. Like the standard Assamese language 

the root in Moriya dialect can also be divided into four categories –Nominal base, Verbal 

root, Nominal verbal root and Absolute or Indeclineable. To convey a derogatory sense, 

singular and definitive affixes like –daal-and –paat- are used in Moriya dialect as in standard 

Assamese language. As for example - xei-daal-arkihoise? 
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Plural affixes like –bor-, -bilaak-, -hant- etc. which are used in standard Assamese 

language are also used in Moriya dialect with minor phonetic changes. Like the standard 

Assamese language, one can find the use of affixes like:  -e (-ee), -ni (-nee), -oni (-onee), -ini 

(-inee), -Ari(-Aree), -eri (eree) are used to change from masculine to feminine gender. As for 

example –  

Masculine gender     Feminine gender 

-e (-ee) >Kɒna     Kani (Kanee) 

-ni (-nee) >Gushai (Gonshain)   Gusani (Gosanee) 

Depending on the gender certain morphs are used in relational nouns in Assamese 

language. However, as in case of other dialects of Assamese language, this special usage has 

been at the verge of extinction in theMoriya dialect also, albeit in certain places of Assam. 

However, this special usage is still prevalent among the Moriyas of Islampatti of Ujan Bazar 

area in Guwahati. As for example – 1) Tur kokairkisabar? (Tur kokayerarkikhabar?)  2) Tar 

kokairnaamki? (Tar kokayekarnaamki?) 

Syntactical Characteristics: - 

Syntactically, the Moriya dialect can be can be classified into three categories – 1) 

Based on structure 2) based on mood and 3) Based on the priority received by the subject and 

the object. Like standard Assamese language, in Moriya dialect also there are three types of 

sentences based on mood. Based on structure a sentence can be simple, compound or 

complex and based on mood a sentence can be declarative, imperative or interrogative. 

  Based on voice the Moriya dialect can be classified syntactically like the 

standard Assamese language. The three different types of sentences are –Active voice, 

Passive voice, Intransitive voice. Though, out of these three types use of Intransitive voice is 

not seen, however in very recent usage this type of usage has been registered among the 

educated few.  

Lexical Characteristics: - 

There is a vast difference between the names of vegetables, flowers, trees, fishes, relational 

words, some specific terms, idioms in standard Assamese and names of those in the spoken 
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language of Moriya. These lexical characteristics give a specific from to the spoken language 

of Moriya. 

Standard Assamese                                         Moriya dialect 

Animals: / endur/      / indur / 

  / kɒpou/      /kupu/ 

  /chagɒli/      /chageli/  

  /kukur/       /kuku/    

Foods:  /ɒmita/      /ɒlmita/ 

  /anarax/      /enarax/  

  /daail/        /daali/  

  /lichu/       /lechu/ 

  /nemu/       /lebu/  

Different words: /kaziaa/     /kaiza/ 

   /mɒrɒna/      /mɒna/ 

   /manuh/     /manu/ 

   /maa/      /amaa/  

   /kɒka/      /nana/  

Secret Language of the Moriyas: 

Just like other communities the Moriyas too have their own secret language. With slight 

variation of pronunciation almost all the Moriya people in Assam speak the standard 

Assamese language. Therefore the structure of the secret language of the Moriyas is 

dependent on the standard Assamese language. The structural construction of the secret 

language of the Moriyasis somewhat like this:  

1. By adding an extra phoneme to the initial syllable of a word. As for example: 
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Moriya Secret Language          Standard Assamese Language 

Kulabh    Labh 

Bamee        Aami 

2. By changingthe initial phoneme of the word. As for example: 

Moriya Secret Language                                          Standard Assamese Language 

Dham           Kam 

Taari        Saari 

3. By changing the end phoneme or by adding an extra phoneme. As for example - 

Moriya Secret Language                                          Standard Assamese Language 

Tɒlu          Toi 

Dikha            De 

The above analysis validates the fact that the secret language of the Moriyas is based on the 

standard Assamese language. The secret language of the Moriyas, which they are still 

using,was originated out of their involvement in the brass metal industry.  

Conclusion: - 

Among the various Islamic communities living in Assam, the Moriyas are the 

prominent ones. The Moriyas have been able to maintain their unique religious and 

professional distinctiveness while they have integrated with the Assamese mainstream. It is 

interesting to note that people of the Moriya community is not found anywhere in India. In 

reality the Moriyasare carriers of a mixed culture. Although they are primarily an Islamic 

community; it is noteworthy that certain elements of Hinduism are also found in the practices 

of their everyday life.Primarily, they speak Assamese language. The Moriya dialect has lot of 

similarities to the standard Assamese language.The Moriyas had migrated from the Koliabor 

area to different parts of Assam at various historical moments. Although they are distributed 

across different parts of Assam, they still use the rustic dialect of Koliabor in their day to day 

transactions. 
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